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Response Surface Methods (RSM)
Sequential RSM Strategy (Box and Wilson 
(1951))

1. Initial small design to estimate linear main 
effects
2. Exploration along path of steepest ascent
3. Repeat step 1 in a new optimal location
4. Augment to complete a 2nd-order design 
(add axial runs and center point runs)
5. Optimization based on fitted second-order 
model



One-Step RSM
Cheng and Wu (2001) (CW) introduce 
response surface exploration using only 
one 3-level design
Factor Screening from Design

Begin with 3-level regular or nonregular design 
in a large number of factors
CW suggests a main-effects only analysis
Interactions are not considered until after 
screening

Assumes strong effect heredity



One-Step RSM (cont.)
Projection and Optimization from same 
Design 

Project 3-level design onto the factors 
identified as important when screening
Projected design must be a second-order 
design (termed eligible) in order to explore the 
response surface

CW and Xu, Cheng, and Wu (XCW) 
provides a set of optimal designs in terms 
of the proportion of eligible projections 
and D-efficiency



Example 1 – PVC Insulation
Nine factors in 27-
runs: 39-6

Screening step 
identifies factors A, B, 
C, D, and G
There is no eligible 
projected design of 
four or five factors in 
the 39-6

CW finds an eligible 
projection in the three 
most significant 
factors



Example 2 – XCW Recommended OA
3-level, 18-run Orthogonal Array (OA)
Response is simulated from the following ‘true’
model

Y=10xD + 9xE + 8xG + 5xDG -6xAD -6xAG + 6xD
2

Fit the following polynomial model:

Factors D, E, and G stand out as active
Project the OA onto D, E, and G (this is eligible)
Fit a second-order model in those three factors
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Example (cont.)

Clearly, we have missed the opportunity to explore the large 
interactions involving factor A.

True model: Y=10xD + 9xE + 8xG + 5xDG -6xAD -6xAG + 6xD
2

Intercept
D
E
G
D*D
D*E
E*E
D*G
E*G
G*G

Term
1.3644249
10.711064

10.91478
8.6805705
3.1981061
1.1719077
-2.137233
5.6709758
1.2296474
2.6145559

Estimate
5.362179
2.585872
2.585872
2.585872
4.326992
3.270899
4.326992
3.270899
3.270899
4.326992

Std Error
0.25
4.14
4.22
3.36
0.74
0.36

-0.49
1.73
0.38
0.60

t Ratio
0.8056
0.0032*
0.0029*
0.0100*
0.4810
0.7294
0.6346
0.1212
0.7167
0.5624

Prob>|t|



What have we learned?
Two problems with CW’s method:

Initial screening stage does not 
entertain the possibility of two-factor 
interactions – so we miss out on 
potentially important effects
Projection onto the factors of interest 
does not always yield a second-order 
design

Let’s consider a different initial 
design



Box-Behnken Designs

Each set of 8 runs forms a 23.

7*8+n0 runs    



Fractional Box-Behnken Designs

Each set of 8 runs forms a 23.

7*8+n0 runs    

23-1

23-1

23-1

23-1

23-1

23-1

23-1

7*4 + n0 runs

Each set of 4 runs forms a 23-1



Fractional Box-Behnken (or Box-
Behnken like) Designs (FBBDs)

Motivated by a Bayesian D-optimal Design 
search
Assume a spherical design region – allows 
for wider ranges for each factor
Constructed based on incomplete block 
designs
Each subset of four runs is a resolution III 
23-1

Has a simpler aliasing structure than OA’s



Aliasing of 29-run FBBD (7-factors)



Aliasing of XCW 27-run OA (7-factors)



Proposed FBBDs



Design Comparisons
FBBDs either outperform or are comparable to 
the 18 and 27-run OAs as well as D-optimal 
designs of the same run size in terms of the 
number of eligible projections and D-efficiency
Simulation results indicate that FBBDs are able to 
better identify important factors using the main 
effects only analysis strategy vs. the OAs 
proposed by CW and XCW
Since, Box-Behnken designs are often D-optimal 
for second-order models in a spherical region, it 
makes sense that fractions of these designs 
perform well



Analysis Strategy
What do we assume?

Effect Hierarchy
Effect Sparsity (not necessarily factor sparsity)
Weak Effect Heredity

Structure of FBBDs allows us to obtain 
r=3,4,6 independent estimates of each 
factor’s linear main effect



Analysis Strategy Illustrated (Simulated 
Data)

9-factor, 49-run FBBD, r=4
Simulate from:

Aliasing:



Analysis Graphic



Analysis Example (cont.)

Compare Uj’s to critical values
Interactions aliased with B, E, and J are most likely at 
α=0.05
NOTE: Using the 27-run OA of XCW, no linear or quadratic 
effects were detected at 10% using the CW analysis 
strategy
Now project onto  A, B, C, E, F, G, H (which is eligible)  



Real Data Example
Experiment conducted to optimize a very-
large-scale-integrated (VLSI) process, 
device, and circuit design
They use a 50-run, 6 factor Box-Behnken 
design
Authors identify all terms in a second-
order model involving factors D and E to 
be important
We use only half their Box-Behnken 
design (FBBD with 25-runs and 6-factors)



VLSI Data Graphic



VLSI Data Example

Interactions partially aliased with A and D are 
likely
Same effects stand out in graphic 
All interactions satisfy weak effect heredity



VLSI Data – Second-order Model
Project onto factors A, 
B, D, E
R2 = 0.9977
We identify the same 
effects as the authors 
(plus a few others)



Comments Regarding FBBDs
Provide a useful alternative to the OAs of 
CW and XCW
More real case studies involving Box-
Behnken designs would be useful
What properties to FBBDs of smaller run 
sizes have?
Develop critical values based on center 
point replication
Investigate the Bayesian approach to 
analysis of FBBDs



Thank you!
Any Questions?



Design Comparisons

FBBDs 18-run OA



Design Comparisons (cont.)
FBBDs 27-run OA



Simulation Study


